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Logo
The AA logo is one of the most recognised logos in the UK. Modern style requirements 
have updated it, but it remains unique. The AA logo for online activity has been adapted 
for its new role. It recognises the new medium but capitalises on the brand equity.

Logo Usage (Online)
• The logo should always appear in the top left-hand corner of any page.
• When used in isolation there should be an area of clear space surrounding the AA logo 
equal to half the width of the it. No other elements should intrude this space.
• The AA logo must not be used as a bullet point or as part of a sentence.
• Only one AA mark should be used per web page.

What to avoid

X Changing its placement X Stretching it X Recolouring the logo X Repositioning it

Logo Types

AA black on yellow AA yellow on black AA in black and white AA in white on black

Page Structure
Background: The background colour outside the main content area is a light grey. Hexadecimal #e6ebee.The white 
stripes that appear in the background are constant elements and are an opacity of white. Do not use full white, or 
any other colours.

Measurements and Margins
The content on the pages is distributed into different areas with specific measurements.

These are the exact sizes in pixels, to ensure pages 
appear the same on all browsers and platforms.

The page templates are designed so that the pages 
can be of unlimited length. If there is content that is 
particularly long, it may need to be split into 
multiple pages.

What to avoid
The content on the pages is distributed into 
different areas with specific measurements.

X Don't make the promotional area portrait. It 
should always be landscape.
X Don't move the promotional image to the 
right-hand side of the page. It should always be 
left-aligned.
X Don't just use columns to promote links to other 
products. Each page should have a main promo area 
at the top.
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Promos

A promo is made up of a photographic image, a left-aligned yellow box with copy and a call-to-action (CTA), and in 
some cases a grey box with information and/or further CTAs. They are positioned on the page directly beneath the main 
heading as in the example above.

 • When on a subhome page, use a header in the yellow box to identify what the promo relates to. In the example 
above it is 'Car insurance'.
• The CTA (in the example above 'Get a quote') is larger than the rest of the copy so that it is clearly visible.
• The copy in the yellow box is aligned to the left and the CTA to the right.
• Wherever possible size the yellow box so that the copy and CTA have enough space to be easily legible.
• When optimising the promo for the web, slice into two and make the yellow box half a .gif and the photographic half 
a .jpg.

Yellow box styles
• Background: #ffcc00
• Header copy: Frutiger 65 Bold, 16px
• Copy: Frutiger 55 Roman, 14px
• Bold copy: Frutiger 55 Roman, bold, 20px
• Call-to-action: Frutiger 55 Roman, bold italic, 20px

Grey box styles
• Background: #e6ebee
• 1px keyline: #cccccc, top, right and base
• All copy: Verdana live text
• Header copy: 0.7em, bold
• Copy: 0.73m, normal
• Emphasised copy: 0.8em, bold
• Button type: White, 20px tall

Text over an image
If text (particularly HTML text) must be used over an image, the text colour needs to be in direct 
contrast with the image. This is for maximum readability on the many different displays out there and 
of course for visually impaired users. 

Example
• 1. use a contrasting text colour
• 2. adjust the image brightness, or apply an effect such as a skylight gradient.



More typographic examples

Layout
Page design - main content areas: Maintaining a simple and consistent layout of main content areas makes our site 
easier to use and faster to navigate.

Fonts
Live text (as opposed to graphical text embedded in images) should always be used for headers, body copy, navigation, 
links, advertorials, brand bar tabs and everything else that is designed to be read.

Using live text makes pages more accessible for people with visual impairment, and also helps to improve search engine 
ranking.

The AA cannot supply the Frutiger font to third-party suppliers, and is not responsible for its use by any other organisa-
tion.

If you don’t have access to Frutiger, your local printer is almost certain to hold a licensed copy for printed materials. 
Alternatively you can purchase the font online via a site such as www.faces.co.uk. Each single licence of Frutiger should 
be used on only one machine in your organisation.

Frutiger 65 Bold

Frutiger 65 Bold – the primary font for graphical headings and promotional copy

Frutiger 76 Black Italic

Frutiger 76 Black Italic – used for all calls to action (CTAs) that are graphical buttons

Verdana Regular

Verdana – the live text font of choice, followed by Arial.

Verdana Bold
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Colour
The AA colours are fixed, and are a crucial part of the brand identity. To avoid any chance of colours reproducing 
incorrectly online, always use the exact specification below.

Primary Palette

Notes

X Do not use big swatches of yellow.
X Do not use tints other than the ones in the palette.
X Do not change the colour of any of the background elements.

Secondary Palette
These should be used with sensitivity and consideration of the overall branding of the material. They are to complement 
the colours in the Primary palette and must not overpower them.
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Advertising

Page layouts with advertising
We are required to place a certain amount of advertising on key pages on our site. Place as many of these as possible 
above the 450px fold line.

Page with a 300x250 advertisement,
above-the-fold

Page with four advertisements,
above-the-fold

Banner formats
The AA site currently accommodates the following banner sizes:

Letterbox formats:
• 598 x 90
• 468 x 60
• 200 x 75
• 300 x 37

Skyscraper formats:
• 160 x 600
• 160 x 600
• 200 x 75
• 120 x 400

Other formats:
• 300 x 250
• 120 x 100

If a banner or third-party promotion to be displayed on the site does not conform to one of the above sizes, contact us 
for further information.

Forms
The AA presents all of its forms in one column. Usability studies on form pages have demonstrated that users prefer 
forms in one column. All of our forms use the same HTML and CSS code to ensure consistent presentation.

Form Design
As the data that needs to be captured varies, some thought needs to be given to the way data is captured. AA forms 
use fieldsets to group captured data into logical sets. On the 'Car Insurance' quote page for example, fields are grouped 
together under the headings, 'Your details', 'About your car', 'Your licence', 'Insurance cover' and 'Additional details'. 
This helps the user to understand the type of information that needs to be captured, and breaks the form into manage-
able chunks.

Forms should be correctly marked up with labels to associate a label with a field, and the tab index should be set so the 
first tab takes the user to the first field. If additional information is needed to explain to the user what is required, a link 
should be placed on the label. This should be marked up (if required) with additional information to advise the user that 
the information will launch a new window.

Forms should be clear and concise, and should tell the user which fields are mandatory. Mandatory fields should be 
denoted by an asterisk.

Always use error handling on forms, and clearly highlight to the user which fields require information and how that 
information should be entered.

See examples of forms and error handling on theAA.com website. If you need help and advice with form creation, 
please contact a member of the Design or Editorial team.
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Photography
Imagery should always depict the AA as friendly, warm and personable, but also professional and confident.

The photography must aim to reach everyone and needs to appeal to people from different backgrounds, cultures and 
ethnic groups. All photographs should reflect the AA as a 'people' brand.

Photographs should look as real as possible, ie not obviously staged. But they should also be intriguing, dynamic and 
engaging.

Ensure whenever possible that there is space either to the left or the right of the main focus of the image to make it 
easier to place headlines.

Take most shots in horizontal format (landscape).

Use of photography should be discussed with the E-commerce marketing team, as all photography on the site is 
commissioned to ensure that it's appropriate.

Breakdown photography

A real AA patrol should be the 'hero' of the shot, enthusiastic, approachable and photogenic but without looking like a 
model. The attitude displayed should always be friendly, without being over-familiar.

Members should be depicted as recognisable, everyday people with a slight B2-C2 bias. Concerned sometimes, but 
never worried. In general show the middle or end of a successful repair or recovery.

Number photography

Numbers needn't be boring. Here are just a few examples of how to make them interesting and attractive.

Examples show an offer written into dust on a car windscreen, numbers being rolled in paint onto a wall and numbers 
written in sand.

Object imagery

Everyday objects can be given added interest through unusual angles or juxtapositions.

Always ensure that images are cropped or shaded so that the border edges appear solid.
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What to avoid

X Don't use overstyled 
lifetsyle shots. Keep it real 
and personable.

X Don't use obscure weird 
angles or 
over-complicated imagery.

X Don't use shots of 
unhappy people who have 
broken down on the side 
of the road. All break-
down photography should 
include an AA patrol or 
vehicle in the shot, having 
fixed the problem with the 
car.

X Don’t mix textures to 
create number photogra-
phy. Always use the same 
texture in your images.
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